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Abstract – Modern service providers use web-based 
information management systems (IMS’s) to enhance 
their relationship with customers. This helps them 
better manage customer-related data and information. 
Also, the use of search engines, user management 
features, chat-bots or forums can help customers 
manage their own data, like consumption or invoices. 
So, the use of web-based information management 
systems may be the ideal solution for a win-win 
relationship between a service provider and a 
customer. The study of the features embedded in 
websites may reveal some insights regarding the way 
they are used and how they will look like in the future. 
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1. Introduction

Technology has an important role in companies, 
either if it is about the internal processes and people 
or about the relationship between the company and 
its customers. To operate, businesses has to deal with 
many different parts, from information about 
suppliers, customers, employees, and payment 
invoices, and of course their products and services 
[1].  
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To respond to these tasks, companies invest in 
webpages with embedded features that facilitate 
information management. 

The way companies or public organizations design 
their webpages is defined by their missions, public 
relations strategies, and policies regarding 
information security. Therefore, some organizations  
such as Intelligence agencies choose to design their 
webpages in accordance with their public relations 
policies and other organizations like service 
providers, for example, design their webpage as web-
based information management system, to manage 
information and data in a way that facilitate the 
relation with their customers. 

The telecommunication sector was chosen for this 
case study because the companies operating in this 
domain are the main promoters of new technologies. 
This makes them create and implement solutions on 
their webpages that can improve daily processes. 
Also, since companies are operating in the 
telecommunication sector they offer a wide range of 
products and services, and there is the opportunity to 
use a broader range of features on their webpages. 

2. Literature Review

As Carstensen and Vogelsang observed 20 years 
ago, organizations increase their investment and 
usage of web-based technology [2]. This trend still 
exists today, as webpages and web platforms 
permanently evolve as new technologies appear.  As 
in the past, the early web allowed us just to search for 
information and read it [3], nowadays the Internet 
hosts a variety of complex web-based information 
management systems with multiple applications and 
features. There is a clear difference between a set of 
Web pages and a Web-based information system 
(WIS), as the latter supports work, and is usually 
tightly integrated with other non-WISs such as 
databases and transaction processing systems [4]. 

A management information system is an 
information system that integrates data from all the 
departments it serves and provides operations and 
management with the information they require [5]. 
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This definition suggests the internal dimension of an 
organization, related to specific structures and 
processes. In more general terms, the main aim of a 
Management Information System should be efficient 
and effective support to all users of an organization 
[6]. The aim of an information management system 
can be broader, also including website visitors, 
customers and logged users of a web platform. 

In his research about web-based support systems, 
Yao considers that web-based information retrieval 
support systems (WIRSS) are designed with the 
purpose to provide the necessary utilities, tools, and 
languages that support a user to perform various 
tasks in finding useful information and knowledge 
[7]. The web-based information management systems 
referred to in this article includes WIRSS and have a 
broader purpose as they include multiple 
functionalities. 

Information management systems could be both 
used by companies and customers to enable 
personalized services and improve the efficiency of 
customer information management in the company 
[8]. Organizations under e- commerce industry seek 
to attain core competence by creating and sustaining 
a unique process to collect personal information 
about customers and their purchasing trends [9]. 
Many web-based systems such as social networking 
websites, web-accessible health care records, 
personal tax report creation websites, personalized 
search and other web-based information systems 
offer a variety of ways for netizens to engage 
socially, economically, and intellectually with friends 
and strangers [10], and this leads to some privacy and 
data protection risks. Sensitive data about users may 
be revealed, making security a major concern among 
companies that manage personal data. 

In present business and other environments, the 
Web is an essential resource, and Web 3.0, with 
metadata annotated information will be even more 
vital for completing information-based tasks [11]. 
The web technologies are reliable and used for 
designing information management systems because 
this way they can be easily accessed worldwide from 
any type of device and operating system. Also, this 
type of information systems is widely used because it 
can be easily designed and implemented. This is an 
important aspect for companies as they go after cost-
effective solutions. 

This paper is a case study on the use of the features 
that are part of the open web-based information 
management systems owned by the major 
telecommunication companies from the European 
Union member states. These systems are practically 
public websites that can be accessed by visitors and 
customers for informative, service or support 
purposes. The telecom sector was chosen because the 
companies operating in this domain are the first 

bodies that bring new technologies to people, having 
an important impact on social trends in the online 
environment. 

3. Methodology

Some companies that provide information and 
communication services like Internet or fixed and 
mobile telephony use more and more features of 
web-based information management systems to 
better handle data and information. Through these 
features, companies try to automate some processes 
and enable them to be done without implying the 
physical presence of operators and customers. In this 
context, the purpose of this article is to establish how 
generalized is this trend among the 
telecommunication companies from the European 
Union member states and which are the most used 
tools available on their web platforms. 

The main features that can be used on public web-
based platforms and referred to in this article are the 
following: search engines, contact forms, user 
management, chat-bot, online payment, online store 
application, web apps, and cookie manager. The data 
about these features was gathered by browsing the 
websites owned by companies that offer 
telecommunication services across European Union 
members’ states. There were chosen 98 companies 
that have the most customers on each country and 
offer services throughout all their territory. Also, 
there were considered all the websites of the same 
service provider that do not use the same web 
platform in different countries. 

The gathered data will be categorized according to 
their tasks and complexity as follows: information 
storage, management, and retrieval features, 
communication features and specialized features. The 
first category – information storage, management and 
retrieval features, includes user management tools and 
search engines. The two helps both users and 
companies to better manage information. The second 
category – communication features, includes contact 
forms, web applications and browsing data 
management (cookie managers) that facilitate the data 
sharing between companies and their customers or 
website visitors. The last category – specialized 
features, includes chat-bots and forums. They can be 
considered specialized tools because it implies more 
expertise when designing and managing them in a 
way that can bring benefits for both companies and 
customers or website visitors. 

Afterwards, there will be calculated the average 
value for each category, in order to have a more 
appropriate estimation for the usage percent. This can 
conduct to a more accurate estimate regarding the use 
of these features in other sectors of activity. This 
means that even if every feature may be used 
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differently from domain to domain, it should be 
around the average value of the category to which it 
belongs. An important observation is that between the 
values representing the usage of features from the 
same category there is a high difference, the estimate 
will have a large margin of error. The difference of 
the values of the features and the error rate are 
proportional, as the bigger the difference of values, 
the bigger the error. Although, having in mind the 
criteria used for categorizing the features, the 
assumption is that the components of each category 
will have similar values.  

Finally, after the data presentation and analysis, 
there will be presented some brief conclusions 
regarding the modern trends regarding the features 
used on webpages owned by companies operating in 
the telecommunication sector. 

4. Data Analysis and Findings

For the data gathering stage, there were considered 
the European Union member states at the beginning 
of the data collection process: start of December 
2020. There were chosen the major companies from 
the telecom sector, according to number of their 
customers and coverage area for the provided 
services. By analyzing their websites, there were 
checked the existence and usage of the following 
features, with the appropriate description: 

 Search engines - only search engines were
considered that are part of the webpage and not
external search engines (like Google) linked
inside the webpage;

 Contact forms - the online forms were
considered, which were used for filling and
transmitting them automatically and not an email
address or phone number given as point of
contact;

 User management facilities - it represents a space
that the web platform offers to users to manage
information and data, protected usually by
username and password;

 Chat-bot - feature that implies use of a virtual
assistant or bot that automatically helps users to
solve simple issues based on specific algorithms;

 Online store application - web application used
for online shopping that implies electronic
payment and multiple products acquisition;

 Web application - application used inside a
website to show service coverage, measure
internet speed and so on;

 Cookie manager - feature that offers users the
possibility to choose which type of cookies are
used while browsing the website;

 Forum features - existence of forums that may
help the community to solve some problems or to
share thoughts, personal experiences regarding
services and products and so on.

After browsing and pointing the after-mentioned 
features for each visited website, the data gathered 
can be represented in percentages as in Figure 1: 

Figure 1.  Usage of features on web-based information 
management systems 

The data shows that the assumption regarding the 
values of features of same category is true, as they 
have similar values. 

4.1. Information Storage, Management, and 
Retrieval Features 

The most used features in the studied web-based 
information management systems are used to manage 
customer data and help users find fast the information 
they need. User management platforms and search 
engines are the most important features for companies 
working in telecom sector, as it results from the 
average usage shown in Figure 2. Generally, search 
engines are widely used because they allow users to 
quickly and easily find information that is of genuine 
interest or value to them, without the need to wade 
through numerous irrelevant webpages [12]. Most of 
the companies operating in the European Union 
telecom sector use embedded search engines to 
improve user experience according to the general 
trend. This makes their websites friendlier and 
practical, contributing to customer’s satisfaction 
about a service. 

Figure 2. Average use of information storage, 
management, and retrieval features 
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Almost all the telecom companies employ a user 
management tool for managing information. This 
feature is very important because it offers customers 
the option to manage service-related data and to pay 
their invoices online. For the companies, the user 
management feature is important because it facilitates 
the creation and management of a database containing 
information about its customers, like personal data, 
payments and so on. 

4.2. Communication Features 

Companies operating in the telecom sector 
frequently use communication features like cookie 
managers, web applications, online store applications 
and contact forms. As it can be observed in Figure 3, 
about half of the studied telecom companies from the 
European Union member states use this kind of 
features in order improve customers experience while 
browsing their websites or to get in contact with 
them. 

Figure 3. Average use of communication features 

Cookie managers refer to applications that permit 
users to choose which type of cookies they want to 
enable while browsing the website. All websites use 
at least a popup to inform users about cookie usage, 
according to the General Data Protection Regulation 
[13], even if further settings are not available. 

Web applications are frequently used among 
companies operating in the telecom sector, especially 
in those companies that sell not just services, but also 
products. By having a virtual shopping basket, for 
example, companies can automate processes and 
improve user experience. 

Contact forms are frequently available on telecom 
owned websites especially for contact. From the user 
perspective, online forms are useful because through 
these, people can send their requests or complaints 
fast and easy. From the company’s point of view, 
online forms are useful because they can be processed 
in a standard way and managed more easily than 
traditional emails of complaint, for example. 

4.3. Specialized Features 

The most less used facilities on European Union 
telecom companies’ websites are specialized tools 
like chat-bots and forums. Specialized features 
require additional staff in order to make this kind of 
features really useful. For example, even if from a 
technical point of view, chat-bots are not very 
sophisticated features, they are not widely used 
among companies that operate in telecom sector 
because its algorithm often does not solve user’s 
problems, making them choose another support 
option. Also, forums are social communities, and its 
implementation should be considered also from a 
social perspective. 

However, as we can see from the data and 
emphasize in Figure 4, the percent of the average use 
of specialized features is not really low because 
almost a quarter of the companies’ websites contain 
the two features. 

Figure 4. Average use of specialized features 
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managing a forum implies additional human and 
technical resources and may not represent a cost-
effective solution for companies. In the second case, 
the social culture of a community can determine a 
more personal approach regarding the way of solving 
issues, the same way as in the case of chat-bots. 
 
5. Conclusions 

 
All telecommunication companies operating in the 

European Union member states use some features or 
applications embedded in their websites. None of the 
studied websites are designed as a structure of static 
webpages, just to inform people about services or 
products. All of them are rather web-based platforms 
that host multiple tools that facilitate information 
storage, management, and retrieval, like search 
engines and user management features. The two 
before-mentioned tools are used by most of the 
companies, and this may represent an indicator about 
their significance within the web-based information 
management systems. This kind of tools should be 
present on any modern webpage that manages data 
and information. 

European telecom companies use a variety of web 
tools in order to increase the quality of 
communication and improve as much as possible the 
relationship with their customers. All the studied 
webpages contained at least one type of 
communication feature, fact that emphasizes their 
importance.  

A small number of companies use specialized 
solutions like chat-bots or community forums that can 
help customers in various issues. Although they can 
be useful as they decrease the necessary personnel 
involved in customer support, they are not very 
popular and widely used by companies that operate in 
telecom inside the European Union borders. 
However, considering the way the two features are 
promoted on the identified webpages, there can be 
stated that in the future, chat-bots and forums will be 
used more and more often. 
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